
5 Year Plan TERM 1    LP1 TERM 2    LP2 TERM 3    LP3 

YR 7         No art lessons.   

YR 8 
Students will re-
cap on all 
drawing, painting 
and design skills. 
They will start to 
understand the 
importance of 

research. 

Look at different cultures linked to Masks. 

Revisit basic drawing skills. 

Revisit basic painting skills.  

Learn about low relief. 

Experiment drawing with ink and a stick. 

Design a 3d Mask 

Research artists and cultures that use the theme of 

flowers. E.g. William Morris. Look at Indian 

decoration. 

Experiment with the wax resist technique. 

Learn about repeating patterns. 

Start to create a mixed media final piece.  

Research the work of Post-Impressionist Artists, 

such as: Van Gogh and Seurat. 

Practise annotation. 

Learn about the Pointillism. Enlarge drawings based 

on Birkenhead Park. Learn some of its history. 

Sketch designs for a final piece. 

Art end of year drawing and COLOUR TEST 

YR 9 
Students will 
start to learn 
about the GCSE 
assessment 
objectives, 
whilst 
consolidating 
their knowledge 
of colour 
theory. 

    Research the art of Ancient Egypt. 

Look at pattern and colour skills, based on 

the Egyptian theme. 

Research Fashion designers. 

Practise figure drawing. 

 Make a mixed media textile piece based 

on the design. 

CLOSE UP project. 

Develop skills and practise techniques, to make 

interesting backgrounds in a sketch book. 

Practise more advanced drawing/mark making and 

graphite techniques. 

Learn how to annotate work. 

Practise photography skills. 

Research a range of artists. 

Learn about Abstract Art. 

Experiment with different printmaking processes, 

including: Mono print, Poly press print.  

Look at CLOSE UP images of cells under a microscope. 

Research Aboriginal Art. Look at negative space. 

Create a painted canvas, based on an image linked to the 

theme. 

YR 10 
Students will 
complete their 
2nd coursework 
project. 
( 60% 0f their 
final grade ) 

Research Carnivals.  

Practise more advanced drawing skills, 

based on masks, sea life and carnival images. 

Experiment with painting techniques. 

Research masks and decoration from a range of 

cultures. 

Create Sea Life images using a range of materials and 

techniques, such as wax resist and sgraffito. 

Create a final painted design for the mask. 

 

Develop this into a 3D Final piece, using card ad 

Modroc. 

Add decoration as practised previously. 

Photograph at various stages throughout the making 

process. Evaluate the work. 

YR 11 
Students will 
complete all 
coursework and 
start their Art 
Exam in January 
2020. 

Research different architectural styles, 

including the work of Antoni Gaudi. Create 

a mixed media piece of work. 

 

Complete any unfinished coursework from 

the Close up and Mask projects. 
 

Externally Set Task. Will receive the exam paper January 

2020. 

Research different artists related to the exam task. 

Mind map ideas. 

Develop skills to make interesting backgrounds in a 

sketch book. 

Create a mood board on the chosen theme. Annotate. 

Create ideas for your final piece. 

Experiment with materials and techniques for your final 

piece. 

Focus one main, idea for your final piece. Make a small 

scale version of your final piece. Start the 10 hour 

exam.  

Complete a written evaluation. 

 



 

Year 8 Rationale: 

 Students study art from different cultures and artists. 

They should be explore  the styles of the artists and 

practise with a range of techniques and materials. 

 The units outlined allow students to develop important 

drawing skills and also develop an understanding of 

associated vocabulary.  

 Opportunities to develop techniques further and build on 

skills and knowledge introduced in year 7. 

 Planned cultural capital: Discuss art exhibitions, shows and 
events, both locally, nationally  and world -wide . Look at events 
such as the Big Draw in October. 

 Learn about local history that links with our projects, e.g 
Birkenhead Park History. 

 Develop thoughts and opinions about art work viewed. 
 Relevant Art jobs are included on each Knowledge Organiser. 
 

 

 

Year 9 Rationale: 

 Students build on the skills and knowledge that have been 

established at year 8. 

 Students will explore cultures and artists in more detail. 

 Students to experiment with a wider range of materials and 

techniques to achieve different outcomes.  

 Students will develop a better understanding of how to create a 

final piece in Art. 

 Students will be introduced to the GCSE Art Assessment 

Objectives. 

 Planned cultural capital: Look at relevant show and exhibitions, 
such as London Fashion Week.  

 Encourage student to become more observant whilst out 
and about at, looking at the ordinary and seeing how they 
can be developed into art.  

 Students will be encouraged to give opinions and thoughts. 
 Students will be asked to discuss art exhibitions, shows and 

events, both locally, nationally  and world -wide . Look at events 
such as the Big Draw in October. 

 Relevant Art jobs are included on each Knowledge Organiser. 

 

Year 10 Rationale: 

 Students complete course work as part of their GCSE Art, Craft and Design course 

building on skills and knowledge learnt in year 8 and 9. 

 Students complete the main unit of work from Component 1, covering all the 

Assessment Objective 1,2,3 and 4.  

 Students will develop skills to create a 3D piece of work. 

 Planned cultural capital: Students will be encouraged to go to museums and art 
galleries independently and see art work in different location, such as public 
sculpture, e.g Futility near Hamilton Square. Williamson Art Gallery, Liverpool 
World Museum, Walker Art Gallery. 

 Students will be encouraged to look at art exhibitions, shows and events, both locally, 

nationally  and world -wide . Look at events such as the Big Draw in October. 
 Relevant Art jobs are included on each Knowledge Organiser. 

 

 

Year 11 Rationale: 

 Students will re-visit their coursework and review it. Improvements will be made and 

any unfinished work will be completed. 2 projects need to be completed. 

 Some students will begin a mini project, based on a given theme. 

 Students will begin their art exam in January. They will have 10 weeks to prepare, 

including; researching artists, experimenting with materials, Developing ideas and 

creating a final piece. They will have 10 hours to produce their final piece, with the first 

session being at least two consecutive hours. 

 Students will complete all work by the middle of May, ready for it to be marked. 

Moderators will visit in June. 

 Planned cultural capital: Students will be encouraged to go to museums and art 
galleries independently and see art work in different location, such as public sculpture, 
e.g Futility near Hamilton Square. Williamson Art Gallery, Liverpool World Museum, 
Walker Art Gallery. 

 Students will be encouraged to look at art exhibitions, shows and events, both locally, 

nationally  and world -wide . Look at events such as the Big Draw in October. 
 Relevant Art jobs are included on each Knowledge Organiser. 

 

 
 
 


